
ANGELIC REIKI 
 
People the world over are aware of the tremendous potential for personal and spiritual 
development that Reiki offers and in this article I’d like to share with you my experiences with 
Angelic Reiki.   
 
There is much talk currently in the UK and elsewhere about Angelic Reiki, the uniquely 
powerful, complete system of healing that is attracting ever increasing numbers of men and 
women from all walks of life who are drawn to the profound healing and consciousness 
expansion experienced during training and treatments.   
 
The purpose of Angelic Reiki is to restore to humanity the original healing vibration conferred at 
the time of Lemuria and, certainly, the very high vibrational energies of Angels, Archangels, 
Ascended Masters and Galactic healers are unmistakeable as they work through you helping you, 
and those you treat, to release physical, ancestral, emotional and karmic imbalances throughout 
all time and space.   
 
Friends who, like me, have worked with angels and angelic energies for many years speak 
glowingly about the ‘added dimensionality’ and ‘enlightening clarity’ that learning Angelic 
Reiki brings.  All who learn this system are struck too by its purity and simplicity.  There is no 
sequence of hand positions to learn and all of the healing treatments are easy to learn and a 
delight to conduct. 
 
It is my personal experience that learning Angelic Reiki acts as a catalyst for fulfilling one’s life 
purpose, and conducting self treatments instigates rapid transformation.  More than ever before I 
truly feel I am a tool of the light working more effectively to help others during this critical 
transitionary phase as we and our planet move closer to multidimensional consciousness.  My 
connection with the angelic realms has deepened tremendously and I am deeply moved by and in 
awe of the magnificence of the experience of becoming one with these pure, loving expressions 
of the Divine during healing treatments.  I receive vivid imagery and clear guidance appropriate 
to the mental, emotional, physical, spiritual or past life multidimensional healing being 
conducted.   
 
Dedicated to continuous professional development, I can honestly say that nothing – not even the 
impressive Shinpiden training I undertook some time ago – has furthered my personal and 
spiritual development as much as Angelic Reiki.   
 
When I first heard about it I was a sceptical suspecting it was just another new style of Reiki.  I’d 
already achieved teacher level in Western, Tibetan, Eastern and Egyptian Reiki as well as in a 
range of holistic therapies so I couldn’t see how it would benefit me, especially as I’d been 
working with angels and angelic healing for years.  A long Q&A chat with Kevin Core, the 
inspiring founder of the system, impressed me as did his article “Diagnosing the Light 
Fantastic”.  After attending the 2½ day March 2005 course in Yorkshire, I knew my 
development would be advanced enormously by Angelic Reiki and I subsequently completed 
Advanced/Master, Master Teacher Update and also Merkeba training with Kevin.  The benefits 
have been innumerable and I recommend Angelic Reiki without reservation.  I have found it to 
be a wonderfully complementary addition to my holistic ‘toolkit’ and instinctively know when to 
use Reiki, another therapy or Angelic Reiki when treating myself and others.   
 
During training, the initiations and attunements allow the highest vibration of love to anchor into 
one’s heart with profound effects.  These manifest differently of course for each person.   
 



An experienced Reiki Master/Multi-therapist I taught recently attracted clearly evident healing 
during and following the course and expressed it thus:  
 
“The most noticeable physical change to date is that my spine is perfect, no pain whatsoever.  
For many years I’ve had two misaligned discs in my mid thoracic spine; these are now perfectly 
aligned.  They correspond exactly with the heart chakra and I have felt this chakra open for the 
first time ever.” 
 
My husband who’s been using Reiki for 5 years has always felt slightly disappointed that he 
never senses much when treating himself or others with traditional Reiki.  Two months after 
learning Angelic Reiki at level 1&2, I overheard him enthusing to Reiki Practitioner friends.   
 
“I feel I’m literally flying and my perception has been heightened to levels I never knew I could 
achieve:  I’m communicating with other dimensions!  And the deep personal healing I’m 
experiencing is massive.  It’s like having a really stubborn stain that nothing has ever shifted.  
Then you find a miracle product that completely removes it!  It truly is wonderful.”   
 
So that’s a glimpse of why there’s so much excitement over Angelic Reiki and why it’s being 
called ‘the new healing for our time’.  In my experience it enables you to master your own 
destiny by expanding consciousness to the level that’s right for you, shifting stuck emotions, 
healing trauma and suffering on all levels throughout time and freeing you from all limitations.   
 
If you’ve tried countless ways to move on spiritually, to peel away the layers and heal deep, core 
issues so that you can use your innate abilities and acquired skills to benefit humanity, you may 
be drawn to receive Angelic Reiki treatments or to learn the system yourself.   
 
If you’re pondering   
“What is this transition that humanity and the planet is experiencing?” 
“Why am I here at this precise time and how can I help?” 
“How can I break free from ties that bind me to people, places and situations that no longer 
serve my own and the highest good?” you may be drawn to Angelic Reiki. 
 
Or if you’re just seeking the next developmental step that will expand your consciousness and 
activate forgotten knowledge already within you, you may be drawn to Angelic Reiki. 
 
And if this article resonates with you and you’d like more information, you are answering the 
call of Angels.  There’s no coincidence.  It is a direct Soul connection, as you’ll see when you 
access www.angelic-healing.co.uk  
 
May 2007 bring you an abundance of love, peace, harmony and angelic blessings 
 
Kay Zega  
 
Kay offers Angelic Reiki treatments and teaches Angelic Reiki level 1&2 (Practitioner), level 
3&4 (Advanced/Masters) and Master Teacher Update training courses in Worcestershire as well 
as elsewhere in the UK and abroad by invitation.   
 
Kay can be contacted on +44 (0)1905 26002 or on kay@angelic-healing.co.uk 


